
 

 

 



Hey!  

Thank you for signing up for my Next Level Instagram Challenge! This 7 day challenge will grow 

your account but not without some work. 

What kind of work? In this challenge, you will be engaging (following, commenting and liking) with 

300+ Instagram accounts daily. It takes some time but it will produce results! 

Before we start, I want to share with you how this challenge came 

to be. 

I was coming up on a deadline I had set for myself, to reach 5k. About the same time, I was doing 

some research and read that you can safely follow between 300 and 500 people per day. I decided 

to play it extra safe and went with 300. Then, I enlisted some friends who wanted to grow their 

accounts and for 7 days I made up challenges for us to do to - based on the idea that you can safely 

follow 300 people per day. I also made up some challenges for engaging with accounts. 

I hit my goal and those that followed the challenges saw a growth of about 100 followers per day! 

I tried the challenge, once again, when I was pushing for 10k and enlisted a new group of friends to 

do it with me. The challenges have changed and over 150 people have now taken the challenge! 

I am really excited to see the growth you experience with this challenge. 

In order to do this challenge, you will need an Instagram tracking app such as FollowMe, Followers, 

InsTrack, etc. If you don't have one yet, be sure to download one. (My personal favorite is 

Followers.) Please note: Instagram has recently changed their third party app policies which means, 

many of these apps are no longer offering this feature for free. Another option is to sign up for 

Instagress’ free trial and just use it for the unfollow portion. You can turn the program on and off and 

your trial time will only count toward the time it is “on”.  

A question I get asked a lot is whether or not an automated program is necessary for this challenge. 

The answer is no! But, if you want to know more about automation and whether it is a good choice 
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for you, I talk about it at the end of this document, along with an alternative to follow/unfollow and 

how to boost engagement!  (See pages 13-18) 

Last thing. And this is very important... 

If you are starting a completely new account with no followers, do not start this challenge until your 

account has been active for at least one week and you have at least 6 photos. If you immediately 

start following accounts, IG will flag you as a spammer and you could have your account banned. I 

suggest deciding who your target audience is, what kind of content you will post and get your 

account started... with content. 

You can start anytime you’re ready!  

For the Love, 

Inez Bayardo 
www.fortheloveofmom.org 

@fortheloveof_mom 
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Challenge #1 

Are you ready to take your Instagram to the next level? Like I mentioned in the introduction, this 

challenge requires work on your part. That being said, I am available to answer any questions you 

may have. Feel free to reply to this email or you can DM on Instagram. Also, though the challenges 

are intended to be done daily you can go at your own pace. However, keep in mind, staying on track 

with the challenges will get you quicker results. 

Before we start, I want to make sure you understand this. 

A large part of this challenge requires following your target audience. Instagram is very strict about 

spam so it is extremely important that you pace yourself so as not to get yourself on their bad side. 

When you follow, go slow. If you need to, count to three (or more!) before hitting the next "follow" 

button. Take breaks. Do not sit down and do this entire challenge at one time. You can get banned 

temporarily or, worse, permanently. No one knows the exact number that is "too many". It actually 

varies but experts say it is safe to follow between 300 and 500 accounts per day. I will keep follows 

on the low end of this throughout the challenge, just to be safe!  

Also, do not start unfollowing until I tell you to.  

If you simultaneously follow and unfollow, Instagram could think you are a spammer. You may get 

anxious to unfollow. Don't. I assure you, I will tell you when to do it. So, just hang tight!  

- Find 10 accounts in your niche. Make sure you write down these accounts. 

Follow the first 25 of their followers. If you do not want to follow private accounts, you may 

need scroll down to find public accounts, but following the first of the followers will help prevent 

repeating following the same accounts (after we start unfollowing). Also, keep in mind, the larger the 

account the more fresh accounts there will be at the top of the list and the more niche specific 

you get with your search, the better your engagement will be. Please note: These 

accounts do not need to be other bloggers. In fact, my recommendation is that you use 

blogging accounts to find followers sparingly unless your target audience is bloggers. 

Many of these accounts are full of other other bloggers and infuencers who either will 
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not follow you back or will follow and unfollow. The goal is to get people that are 

genuinely interested in your account.  

- Search your 5 favorite niche specific hashtags and ENGAGE with 10 accounts 

on each. (NOT from the top posts.) Engage = like or comment. When commenting make sure you 

use three words or more and avoid saying the same thing on each account you comment on. This 

will look spammy! Also, be genuine. Again, the more niche specific you get with your search, the 

better your engagement will be. Note: I suggest that you do not use hashtags like #momblogger 

unless your target audience is bloggers.  

- Follow 5 accounts from each of your 5 favorite hashtags. These do not have to 

be the same accounts you engaged with. (This is a total of 25 accounts.) 

Remember to go slow. Also, don't forget to write down the accounts you are following followers from. 

You will need this list!  
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Challenge # 2 

Hopefully you've had a chance to complete challenge #1. If you have, then chances are you're 

already seeing results! 

Before we start, I just want to remind you to go slow. Make sure you take a little break before 

starting the new challenge! 

Also, remember... do not start unfollowing until I tell you to. If you simultaneously 

follow and unfollow, Instagram will think you are a spammer. You may get anxious to unfollow. Don't. 

I assure you, I will tell you when to do it. So, just hang tight!  

- Take your list of 10 from Challenge #1 and follow the first 15 followers.(You may 

have to scroll down to find accounts you haven't followed, especially on smaller accounts, but try to 

go with the first 15 as much as possible.) 

- Search 5 hashtags that are used by your target audience (can be the same or 

different as your favorite 5) and follow the first 25 followers of any 5 accounts 

from the TOP POSTS section. Make sure you write down the 5 accounts.  

- Search 5 hashtags that your target audience uses (different from the favorite 5) 

and comment on any 5 posts from each hashtag (NOT from top posts). Write 

down any 10 of the accounts you comment on. Make sure you write a "c" so you 

know these were accounts you commented on! Comments should be genuine and 

contain more than 3 words. Do not write the same comment on each post, you will look like a 

spammer.  

Remember to go slow. Also, don't forget to write down the accounts. You will need this list!  
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Challenge #3 

I can't believe we're already on Challenge #3!! By now, I am sure your account is growing. Isn't it 

exciting?!?! 

Before we start, I want to talk a little about your feed. You can follow every 

account on Instagram but if your feed is not appealing, people either won't follow or won't engage 

(the latter is actually worse!). Here are some things to consider when it comes to creating a feed that 

will attract followers: 

● Is your target audience/theme clear? If I looked at your feed right now, would I be able to tell 

who you're trying to reach? This is accomplished not only in your content but in your bio. 

Make sure you are using keywords that will attract your ideal follower. Feel free to take a 

look at mine as an example. 

● Do your pictures flow? Your pictures do not have to look exactly the same but there should 

be consistency in your feed. Filters (all of my pictures that have filters have the same exact 

one... yep, just one.), picture size, colors... all of these things contribute to the consistency of 

your feed. 

● How is your picture quality? You don't have to be a pro, trust me, I am far from that! But you 

also don't want to post dark, blurry or grainy looking pictures. (If you want higher quality 

looking pictures, check out the Adobe Lightroom app for editing!)  

● What kind of vibe does your feed give off (i.e. fun, happy, positive, artsy, etc.) 

Ok...let's get started! Don't forget... do not start unfollowing until I tell 

you to. If you simultaneously follow and unfollow, Instagram will think you are a spammer. You 

may get anxious to unfollow. Don't. I assure you, I will tell you when to do it. So, just hang tight!  

- Search 5 keywords or hashtags that relate to your target audience. Make sure 

the setting is on "people" and not "hashtags". Follow 15 accounts from each 

keyword/hashtag. (Totaling 75 accounts) You may have to do some scrolling down, as the 

accounts you follow will appear first.  
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- Find 10 NEW accounts that are in your niche and are larger than your account. 

Follow the first 25 followers on each account. Write down the 10 accounts you 

followed from. Remember to be creative so that you aren’t just using blogger accounts. 

Personally, I don’t use any blogger accounts to get followers from.  

- Go to a hashtag in your niche that you use frequently and find 1 post you 

genuinely like. Then go to 5 accounts that have liked that post and like or 

comment on at least 1 of their posts (and no more than 3). Comments should be 

genuine and contain more than 3 words. Also, do not write the same comment on each post, 

you will look like a spammer. 
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Challenge # 4  

Before we start, let's talk about which accounts you should unfollow. In 

this challenge, we will be unfollowing your non-followers. However, I do want to discuss the topic 

of unfollowing followers.  

I know, I know... the people that unfollow after you follow them back are so annoying, right?  

I used to think the same thing but here's the deal... Instagram only allows you to follow 7.5k people. 

Sure, that sounds like a lot but when you are trying to grow a large account it's just not possible to 

follow everyone that follows you.  

I completely understand not wanting to unfollow followers but if you want a large account, it's 

inevitable. You might want to wait to start doing this but, again, if you're shooting for a large account 

at some point you will need to. I actually only do this when I am getting a little too close for comfort to 

that 7.5k line but, unfortunately, I do have to do it from time to time. 

Ok...let's get started! Please make sure you have taken a break between following and unfollowing. 

If you simultaneously follow and unfollow, Instagram will think you are a spammer.  

- Go to your non-followers in your tracker app. Scroll all the way down and start unfollowing, 

working your way up the list. Most apps have fairly low limits as far as how many unfollows 

you can do at a time. Take your time and unfollow 25 people. If it doesn't stop you, keep 

going. Stop at 50 (if your app let's you get that far). Take a break and then unfollow some 

more. Do 6 sessions throughout the day of 25-50 unfollows. (If your app limit is lower than 25 

at at a time, you can do more sessions. If it is high, do less. Just stay at or around 300 follows 

in a day.)  

- Search for 5 locations that your target audience may use and like 10 posts per location (a 

total of 50 posts). Think of places your target audience might visit. For example, I frequently like 

pics that have posted at local zoos, amusement parks, kids’ stores and other kid/family friendly 

attractions.  
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- Search your favorite hashtag(s) and comment on any 10 posts. At least 2 comments should 

lead to further engagement with the account. Example: "Omg. That lipstick looks great on you! What 

color is it?" BONUS: Scroll through the other comments and like one or two comments from other 

people. Only do this if you genuinely like/agree with what the person said!  

- Search your most used hashtag and like any 10 posts.  

- Take your list of 10 from Challenge #2 (accounts you marked with a “c” for comment) and 

like 2 photos from each account.  

Remember to go slow. 
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Challenge #5 

I really hope you're still hanging on with the challenge! The key to making it work is consistency. I 

guarantee you, if you do it, your account will grow! 

Before we start, I want to talk about Instagram Story. I often get asked whether 

or not Instagram Story makes any difference. The answer... yes! People are spending more time 

watching stories than they are scrolling through their feeds. If you do not use Instagram Story, try 

posting one story today!  

Ok, let's move on... 

Please make sure you have taken a break between unfollowing and following. If you simultaneously 

follow and unfollow, Instagram will think you are a spammer.  

- Search any 5 hashtags related to your target audience and follow the first 15 followers from 

any 5 TOP POST accounts per hashtag (a total of 25 accounts). Write down the 25 accounts.  

- Choose a photo from your feed that represents your niche/target well and engage with 15 

people that liked that post. Engage = like or comment on one of their posts. At least 5 should 

be comments.  

- Find a niche related hashtag that you do not usually use and like 15 posts. (NOT from the 

top posts.)  

Remember to go slow. 

 

 

 

 

Challenge #6 
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We're almost done!! Can you believe it?!?! If you have not yet been in touch with me, I would love to 

hear from you and know how your challenge has been going. I love knowing that sharing this FREE 

information is helpful!! 

Ok...let's get started! Please remember to go slow! 

- Take your list of 10 from Challenge #3 and like the first 25 followers from each account. 

- Choose a photo from your feed that represents your niche/target well and engage with 15 

people that liked that post. Engage = like or comment on one of their posts. At least 5 should 

be comments.  

- Search for a niche specific hashtag that you do not normally use and like 20 posts (not from 

Top Posts).  

Remember to go slow.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenge #7 
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The following section contains affiliate links. This means, if you make a purchase using one of 

my links, I may receive a commission. Please see my disclosure for more information.  

Wow!! It's hard to believe we are already at Challenge #7. I really hope that this has been valuable 

for you in gaining followers but, more than that, that you feel like you have some knowledge and 

skills to continue that growth. You can redo these challenges, come up with some of your own or 

utilize an automated system like Instagress or Mass Planner. (I am more than happy to explain those 

further to you, just contact me!) 

Before we start, please make sure you have taken a break from your last challenge and that you do 

not follow while unfollowing. Instagram may flag you as a spammer when you simultaneously follow 

and unfollow.  

Ok...let's get started! Please remember to go slow! 

- Go to your non-followers in your tracker app. Scroll all the way down and start unfollowing, 

working your way up the list. Most apps have fairly low limits. Take your time and unfollow 25 

people. If it doesn't stop you, keep going. Stop at 50 (if your app lets you get that far). Take a break 

and then unfollow some more. Do 6 sessions of 25-50 unfollows throughout the day. (If your app 

limit is lower than that, you will have to do more sessions.)  

- Search a favorite hashtag and choose one post that represents your niche/target audience well. 

Engage with 25 accounts that liked the post by liking one of their recent posts.  

- Search any target related hashtag and like 25 posts that fit your target audience.  

- Search your 5 favorite hashtags and comment on any 5 posts.  

- Go to a favorite post on your own feed and comment one 1 post from 5 accounts that have 

liked it. Make sure your comment is genuine and contains more than 2 words. Also, be sure you 

don't leave the exact same comment on all 5 accounts.  

- Take your list of 10 from Challenge #2 (accounts you marked with a “c” for comment) and 

either like or comment on one photo from each account. (Make sure you comment on at least 

3 of the 10 accounts.)  
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Let’s Talk Automation  
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I sometimes get people in the "real world" telling me things like "I wish people would give me free 

stuff" or "I wish I could make money just for posting stuff on Instagram". And do you know what I 

say? 

I worked hard for this!! 

And I did. I do. Really hard. Sure, it's fun but it's still work. 

Building an online presence takes a lot of time and consistency. But, don't be discouraged, if 

manually building your Instagram following is too time consuming for you, you have options! 

Automation is a major game changer. 

What is automation? 

Well, basically, there are services such as Instagress or MassPlanner that will like, follow, unfollow 

and even comment (personally, I don't recommend this feature) for you. The best part is you already 

have your list of accounts and hashtags ready to go! 

Need help deciding which way to go? 

I have used both Instagress and MassPlanner. Instagress is great but is only for Instagram whereas 

MassPlanner can be used several different platforms.  

If you only want something super user-friendly and only want to focus on Instagram then Instagress 

is a great option. But if you want to utilize automation for other platforms, including posting in 

Facebook groups then I recommend MassPlanner. However, keep in mind, MassPlanner is not 

"easy" to set up. I suggest joining the MassPlanner Facebook group or use Build Your Best Blog’s 

MassPlanner setup service  to help you with MassPlanner set up. He’s awesome!  

Do you have to use automation? 

Not at all! I know of people with much larger accounts than mine who don't use automation. I have 

only done strictly automation for a very small amount of time and I am currently not using automation 

at all. But, remember, growing an account takes consistency! If you know you can and will set 
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aside time each day (it could be as little as 15 minutes) to engage and follow then manual following 

may be a great option for you and it will save you a few bucks. But if you can't commit to the 

consistency of manual following, I would highly recommend automation! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

More on Follow/Unfollow 
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The following section contains affiliate links. This means, if you make a purchase using one of 

my links, I may receive a commission. Please see my disclosure for more information.  

I have had more than a few people tell me that they would rather grow their Instagram accounts 

"organically". I try not to get into semantics but if you want to be organic then, don't use hashtags or 

participate in promotion of any kind (like Facebook threads). Just post some pictures and hope that 

someone finds you. 

I know, that's dramatic. 

The point is, building an Instagram following is not going to happen organically. If you build it, they 

will not come... not without putting yourself out there in some way, that is. 

I think many people that say this are actually saying, "I don't like following and unfollowing". And I 

think that is completely fair. I can see why people are uncomfortable with it. I used to be, too! 

I had to change the way I looked at following accounts to grow my own account. Following is not 

about getting that person to follow you back just so you can unfollow them in a few days. Following 

people is simply a way to let them know about your account. Most people will check out an account 

that has followed them and if it something that interests them, they will often follow. If it doesn't they 

won't. And that's ok. In fact, it's more than ok. 

If the goal is just to follow people so they will follow back then you will likely end up with low 

engagement. You want people to actually be interested in what your account has to offer. 

Ok, so back to the subject at hand... what if you just hate following and unfollowing? 

I think there's a couple of options: 1) Set up automation with a service like Instagress or 

MassPlanner, this way you don't have to manually do it and it can be out of sight out of mind. 2) Just 

don't do it. If you really don't want to, then don't. But if you want your account to grow then I would 

suggest taking your engagement up a notch or two. An easy way to do this would be to take a look 

at the 7 Day Challenge and replace follows with likes (I also suggest adding more comments!). Don't 

worry about Instagram limits, the daily like limit is higher than follows. However, you still want to 

make sure you are going slow. Going too fast can get you banned! 
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Does liking actually work? Yes, it does! I recently saw a picture on Instagram that a friend of mine 

had posted. She used a hashtag that is not on my list, so I clicked on it to see the size of the 

hashtag. I felt a little as if I struck gold because it was clear that this list was full of "regular" moms, 

not bloggers or influencers. I went through the list and liked about 20-30 pictures. And then I 

realized... I was on my personal account! By this time, I had already received two follow requests 

and a couple of more came in a little later. I know, a handful of follows isn't a whole lot but imagine if 

I had done that for several hashtags, a few times throughout the day. And, also, if my account wasn’t 

set to private (remember, this was my personal account). Increasing your likes will definitely help 

even if you are not following! But doing nothing won’t!  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How to Boost Instagram Engagement 
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If your Instagram engagement has got you down, here's some good news... it's not just you! Due to 

the ever changing algorithms, a lot of accounts are experiencing all time low engagement. 

So, what can you do about it? 

The biggest thing you can do is build an audience that will be engaged. You may remember that as 

part of the challenge, I asked you to engage with people that had liked a post that fits your niche. 

Why is this important? Because you are putting yourself in front of people that obviously engage! 

If you have low engagement, my suggestion is... do more of this! Like the people that like 

posts that represent your niche well, also take a little extra time and comment on some posts 

of people that engage.  

However, when doing this keep in mind that many bloggers/influencers utilize like/comment groups 

to help their engagement. While there is nothing wrong with this (I used to do it myself!), you are not 

necessarily going to find “engaged” followers here.  

So, what kind of accounts should you use? I have found YouTubers and Facebookers (is that what 

they’re called?) to be perfect for this!  

Why is this?  

These people already have very engaged and faithful audiences on other platforms that will now 

follow them on Instagram. They do not need to utilize things like follow/unfollow or comment groups 

to help them grow.  

Think of YouTubers in your niche that you love or large Facebook pages in your niche. Then, find 

them on Instagram! 

Here are some other ways to boost your engagement: 

- Ask a question in your caption 

- Host a giveaway or join a giveaway loop. 
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- Go Live! This may sound strange but going Live can really boost your engagement. I have found 

that when I do Instagram Live, people will immediately go to my feed and like and comment on my 

feed. I think it’s because they feel a personal connection with me after “chatting” on Live.  

- Ask your followers to tag a friend in the comments. 

- If it fits your niche, post a fun "fill in the blank" game or emoji game. (Example, I once posted 

"You just found out you're pregnant with triplets, third emoji down is your reaction". It was really fun 

and I got a lot of interaction! Just remember if you are going to do something with emojis, throw in a 

question like "do you agree? Why or why not? So, you are getting more than an emoji.)  

- Join a comment group. I recommend this one with some caution. Don’t get me wrong, these 

groups are great. But the danger in them is that many influencers become dependent on them for 

engagement. Until pretty recently I felt like if I didn’t use these groups I wouldn’t get any comments. I 

finally decided that II was ok with that because I want genuine comments. My comments can be 

pretty low but so far I haven’t had any without comments at all!  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Questions?  
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Email me at hello@fortheloveofmom.org  
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